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Shipping made errors but it’s been
hurt by forces beyond its control

Comment

Ahead of the US election and as Europe grapples with Brexit, industry must be alert to rising political risk

L

ooking out across the world of shipping,
some people may be tempted to think that
today’s crisis is largely, if not all, of its own
making.
Deliveries of new bulk carriers ordered
by over-ambitious owners continue to tumble out of
shipyards faster than the already over-tonnaged trades
can absorb them. Containerships built to take goods to
consumers’ doors are being chartered at rates that spiral down, and are being scrapped at ever-lower ages.
Crude tankers are suffering — at least compared to
the recent past — under the cloud of the threat of
imminent output cuts from the world’s main oil producers. And the offshore market is in meltdown, with
more than 1,000 vessels estimated to be idle due to
the collapse in new field development.
In virtually every major market, overcapacity is a
problem, with new and more efficient tonnage continuing to pressure rates downwards. Corporate strategy is in chaos.
Many dry bulk companies’ single focus is to have
enough cash to pay debts for the next two years.
Boxship owners are throwing up their hands, while
tanker owners are regretting the overconfidence of
offering big dividend payouts. In offshore, many players now accept the game is over.
It is a truly sorry spectacle.
Certainly the industry must take its fair share of
the blame. Any shipowner down the ages knows that
the simple miscalculation of too many ships for too
little trade equals misery.
But this industry also demands some understanding. For the past 40 years, it has done its job to expand
rapidly to handle the boom in global trade that has
lifted many hundreds of millions out of poverty. Relentless growth has been the name of the game, and

‘POLITICAL FOOTBALL’:
Protectionism and trade
barriers have become
major issues in the US
presidential campaign.
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CORPORATE STRATEGY IS IN
CHAOS. IT IS A TRULY SORRY
SPECTACLE.

shipping has delivered its share of the bargain. But
times have changed, and consistent strong annual
growth of seaborne trade is no longer a given.
While maritime trade was growing at between 5%
and 10% each year, the broad-brush estimates of
demand were adequate to roughly predict the need
for tonnage. But now, with growth in the low single
figures, those attempts to hit a difficult moving target
have been found wanting. And the problem is likely to
grow more acute over the next five years.
Scars from the 2008 financial crash have yet to heal,
with low growth and stagnant wages across the
developed world fuelling scepticism about the benefits of globalisation — which has been the revolution
that shipping helped deliver.
Protectionism and trade barriers have become
major issues in the US presidential debates, causing
deep concern, since policies in the world’s biggest
economy affect everyone. The prospect of a Donald
Trump presidency prompted an official of the International Monetary Fund to proclaim: “It is terrifying.”
Meanwhile, the UK’s Brexit from the European
Union risks descending into a bitter fight about limiting trade access rather than extending opportunity.
China’s finance minister recently warned of an
underlying trend of “deglobalisation”, while World
Trade Organization (WTO) boss Robert Azevedo has
said protectionism is “the type of medicine that is
going to hurt the patient”.
Even in the absence of further serious global financial dislocation, there is a slim likelihood of a rapid
recovery in trade growth. Rather, seaborne trade
growth may slow even more.
This decade has already presented great challenges
for this industry, and it is likely to continue to place
virtually all sectors under significant strain. ■
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Next moves in the freight market will
determine if SGX got a Baltic bargain
The prospect of an electronic trading platform and potential competition from alternative data providers
cloud the Baltic purchase, says Liz Bossley, chief executive of Consilience Energy Advisory Group

T

he £87m ($108m) price the shareholders of
According to the Baltic chairman’s statement in
the Baltic Exchange accepted in Septem- the Shareholders’ Circular, SGX’s actual intentions,
ber from the Singapore Exchange (SGX) is not guarantees, are to:
a really good deal for either the buyer or ► Maintain Baltic’s headquarters in St Mary Axe
the seller, depending on what happens ► Keep the existing multiple clearing house model
next in the freight market.
► Strengthen the existing market benchmark proWhat SGX is buying — apart from some nice real duction and governance model in line with the
estate at St Mary Axe in London, which
proposed amended Guide to Market
was valued at £25m to £27m before the
Benchmarks
Brexit vote — is the growth potential
► Maintain membership subscription
of being the dominant freight rate profees, end-user Baltic data fees and SGX
vider in the forward freight agreement
clearing fees of FFA contracts at cur(FFA) market. That almost guarantees
rent levels for at least five years
growing subscription fees, albeit from
► Continue to provide a range of mema modest level of about £3m in 2015, as
bership services
the shipping market expands.
► Use its reasonable endeavours to
SGX is also buying the potential to be
revise the terms of data licensing and
the cash settlement price for any new
subscription, specifically to clarify that
freight futures market that emerges.
usage of the Baltic indices and/or data
We have already seen two failed atfor physical and financial settlement
tempts at a freight futures market:
without the involvement of a Baltic
Biffex and Imarex. If third time is the
panellist is unacceptable unless excharm, as the new owner of the FFA
LIZ BOSSLEY plicitly permitted by licence (eg, for
assessment, SGX would be ideally
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clearing houses)
placed to launch its own freight
These “commitments” appear selffutures market once the deal with the Baltic has gone explanatory. In particular, maintaining the multiple
through.
clearing house model means SGX does not get to keep
However, market sources say that SGX has promised growing over-the-counter clearing fees for itself, and
not to compete with the voice brokers, many of whom clearers such as LCH can still compete for that busiare Baltic shareholders and assessment panellists. ness.
Rightly or wrongly, this is taken to mean SGX will not
However, the promise to try to keep Baltic panelattempt to launch electronic trading for physical or lists involved in the use of data for settling deals does
FFA deals or a fully fledged cleared futures market.
not read like a guarantee that SGX will not launch an

electronic trading platform that cuts out voice brokers and their fees.
On the other side of the negotiating table, to safeguard itself, SGX must ensure that the Baltic panels
will still produce indices diligently after ownership
has transferred. The Baltic announced on 25 July that
it had signed deals with 48 shipbroking panellists to
ensure they will continue to provide data to SGX.
Although the terms of these deals are confidential,
sources close to the Baltic say that the panellists will
not be paid for continuing this service, despite their
vociferous claims that they should be.
Being a Baltic panellist gives a competitive advantage to incumbent brokers compared with any new
entrants trying to break into their market. It is unlikely that any Baltic panellist would willingly opt
out and risk losing business of shipowners and charterers who want their brokers to take their voices into
account when supplying input to the daily Baltic
indices.
However, it is unclear whether panellists are bound
by their new contracts to supply data only to Baltic
panels, or whether they can similarly advise the
Baltic’s competitors. If revenue from data subscriptions is really what SGX is paying for, then its biggest
threat will come from alternative data providers that
set up different, but equally robust, panels to provide
the same data.
If any such competitors are prepared to pay panellists and are more welcoming to new brokerage firms
or electronic trading platforms, SGX will have to work
hard to hang on to the dominant position it is buying
in the freight data market. ■

